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Software for switching in an audiovisual context
ON or OFF: logically switching is the basis of a reliable installation.

Exhibitions, showrooms, meeting rooms, experience centres, events, exhibition stands… there
are a lot of domains in which our software can play an important role.
For whatever reason you want to use audiovisual means and multimedia, they have to do
their job, preferably without human intervention. There are moments when you don’t want
them to operate. Then the environment must be quiet, without unnecessary energy
consumption.
Our software aims at unmanned installations.
Switching on and off, waiting for a movement, waiting for a push on a button or a touch …
to show images - play sound - shine a light - open up a door…
When

you

witness

the

beginning of a show, you are
gripped.
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i2f MediaProduct Suite v.7
A software set that fully uses the rapidly growing capacities of a
standard motherboard
Enabling a 64bits computer to deliver top performances
Unmanned, without keyboard or mouse
From start-up to application without delay in < 15 seconds

i2f MediaBrick – a small local manager

Make it work

The core of this software suite is a media player. Reproducing content in a correct way is
one thing. But i2f MediaBrick, with its built-in engine, has a lot more to offer:


starting and stopping “external” applications such as Excel, Unity 3D, PowerPoint,
Google Earth…



control

all

devices

in

its

environment

or

accept

instructions

from

them

e.g. sensor, push button, projector, camera, motor…


execute multiple programmed shows, if desired with scheduling (day/hour/minute).

Are we talking about show-control? Indeed, but on a local level, completely independent or
as part of a network with a number of i2f MediaBricks.
Each MediaBrick is able to execute multiple tasks continuously and simultaneously. Send
images to multiple displays in one zone, play a sound in the next and manage the lights in a
third zone. Or start up one MediaBrick through a sensor connected to another MediaBrick.
It all comes down to maintaining the right balance when distributing tasks to hard- and
software.

Load balancing!
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i2f MediaEditor –creative with multimedia

Creative setup

A user interface for being creative with images, light, sound, interactive applications,
games… complimentary with i2f MediaBrick.
i2f MediaEditor


reproduces images in the native resolution



allows optimizing content according to the native resolution of the source (display,
projector...), maintaining the 1:1 relation



offers a virtual, nearly unlimited canvas on which pixels can be placed and shifted at
will; the effect can be evaluated immediately



facilitates content creation in html5 and importing “resources” (image files)



allows linking “triggers” and “events & actions” to content.

By marking specific zones within a
bitmap as touch sensitive, a touch
application is made in no time.
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i2f MediaConnector – link with other universes

Make the link

An ingenious tool for the technically skilled user to establish relations between your
application and “other worlds”!
E.g. projector, sensor, push button, motor, light, QR code….
Different devices speak different languages. i2f MediaConnector facilitates translating
industrial code into understandable phrases like “button down” of “lights on”.
The user chooses his own “friendly names”.
For each “universe” that seems relevant in an audiovisual context, we make a software
plug-in. This way hardware accessories are being introduced in a complete audiovisual
concept.


Standard plug-ins: Mediator, Serial (e.g. KNX-bridge and MIDI), TCP/UDP,

ContactClosure


Optional: DMX, JVL_motors, Sumlung_QRreader, Pokeys, TCP/IP i/o Socket

Interchange…

This list keeps getting longer.

Pokeys with up to 56
i/o switching pins

Sumlung QR scanner

External applications (Excel, Google Earth…) use the Webinterchange plug-in to send
messages to i2f MediaBrick, that surveys the relations with other plug-ins.

Turn off a projector from Excel,
set lights with an iPhone?
It can be done!
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i2f MediaController – central supervisor

Control Hub

i2f MediaController facilitates the remote management of multiple MediaBricks.
In fact, a complete set-up can perfectly run on its own with i2f MediaBricks. For bigger or
complex installations however, overall start-up & shutdown procedures and general
scheduling hold an important advantage.
An unmanned installation can be transformed into an entity with one general switching logic.
i2f MediaController can:


start up (via WOL) and shut down all MediaBricks remotely *



start and stop projects on remote MediaBricks



install overall time schedules and overwrite individual schedules



connect multiple MediaBricks in a network and give them different tasks, e.g. with
the help of i2f MediaConnector



generate log files



monitor the operation of an installation while the programmes are running.

You can make an audiovisual installation work exactly when it is needed and thus contribute
to an economical and rational use of energy and costly equipment.

i2f MediaController UI

real time view

web user interfaces

Tailor made interface
for endusers

Log files allow collecting data on reproduced or requested items, the number of times, points
of time…
(*) Check page 8 for information on our hardware i2f MediaBox
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Technical characteristics of i2f MediaProduct Suite v.7.2.0.0



4K video H.265 via HDMI 2.0 at 60 fps – multiple full HD video’s simultaneously



Optimize & display any image file in its true native resolution



Make content in HTML5



Digital sound reproduction



IP streaming



Multitasking, multicore, hyper threading: one device, multiple tasks



Live feeds



Start-up third party applications (Excel, PowerPoint, Google Earth…)



Multi-connectivity: TCP/UDP, ContactClosure, Serial (e.g. KNX bridge, MIDI),
TCP/IP i/o socket interchange, WebRelay-http or udp, DMX in, JVL motor,
Sumlung QR reader, Pokeys…



Embedded link between content and peripherals, e.g. control light from Excel



Cross-platform e.g. control content and light from Android, iPhone …



Preview mode



Define start-up- idle status – shutdown (rational hardware management)



Full automation – unmanned installations



Cloud oriented updates from local station, portable, smartphone…



Secured network connections (request connection– accept/revoke- disconnect)



Remote control



Monitoring at runtime



Check log files

Summary of software licences

MBRK

i2f MediaBrick - i2f MediaEditor

standalone

MNET

i2f MediaBrick - i2f MediaEditor

Network version

MSCH

i2f MediaBrick - i2f MediaEditor

scheduling/standalone

MNSCH

i2f MediaBrick - i2f MediaEditor

scheduling/network v.

CNCT

i2f MediaConnector

CNTR

i2f MediaController

The licences of your choice are made available through a dongle.
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i2f MediaBox

To get the most out of all the facilities of i2f MediaProduct Suite v.7, you need a solid piece of
hardware.
i2f MediaBox is:


standard hardware based on a 64bits Win OS



with components tuned to the application (image quality, connectivity…)



standard equipped with i2f MediaBrick and i2f MediaEditor software



capable of executing multiple tasks 24h/day, during many years.

The form factor is matched to the components, the application and the available space.

More info

Watch our video introduction and tutorials on http://i2f.be/products
Documentation: http://i2f.be/downloads
Follow us on

Free trial

Download the complete software suite and test it for free and
use our template shows:

DOWNLOAD

Ask our attractive prices by mailing to: mediapro@inter2face.eu
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